High performance processes require design that goes close to design boundaries and specifications while still guaranty robust performances. In order to go tighter to the boundaries of process performances much attention was been devoted to integrated design and control in which decision about the dynamics as well the design are taken by optimal fashion. Rigorous methods solving design and control lead to very challenging mathematical formulation which often becomes intractable. Our group proposed new mathematical formulations to reduce this combinatorial complexity of integration of design and control. This formulation demonstrated reduction of problem size by performing a stochastic design optimization with embedded control which optimize control choices for a given design. In our algorithm, the mathematical programming framework optimizes design and control decisions to maximize robust expected performance with sampling discrete uncertain space. Then dynamic flexibility test is done to check result is feasible. For these problems, an embedded control optimization approach is suggested. It is composed of two-stage problem and this decomposition results in substantial reduction of problem complexity. The first stage will optimize the design variables. In the second stage, the embedded control composed of i) system identification, ii) state prediction and iii) optimal control moves will automatically guarantee the stability and controllability. This novel stochastic design optimization with embedded control will be demonstrated as a significant advancement towards overcoming the combinatorial complexity of integrated design and control. Embedded optimization structure (first stage). Proposed embedded adaptive feedback control rendering more tractable optimization problems. Right-down: three components of embedded algorithms (second statge)-identifier, observer, regulator.
